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Welcome to Areas for future focus

Our intent in making this report available is to help companies deliver more effective 
reporting, avoid boilerplate and provide the information which investors and wider 
stakeholders seek. The report provides examples of disclosure which we believe 
demonstrate elements of good practice in key areas highlighted by the FRC in its 
November 2021 Review of Corporate Governance Reporting (the 2021 Review). 

The FRC’s 2021 Review delivered key messages and expectations for improvements in 
corporate governance reporting. We explore these messages, set out the underlying 
source of legal and / or regulatory requirements and we provide examples of 
disclosure. The topic areas we cover are mainly those highlighted in the FRC’s 2021 
Review but we have also added other hot topics and emerging areas to help you stay 
ahead of the game – and we have clearly explained why the topic is a focus of attention. 
These areas include the viability statement, which has received recent focus from the 
FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab and will be reshaped into the new Resilience Statement, 
the audit committee’s reporting on the use of Alternative Performance Measures 
(APMs), and the Audit & Assurance Policy which will become a legal requirement as part 
of the implementation of the BEIS reform package. Of course, the area of technology is 
also receiving increasing focus from regulators in the UK and the US and on this topic 
you may wish to refer to our recent publication Cyber risk and governance reporting in 
the UK: Improvement required!

As the FRC works towards issuing consultations on revisions to the UK Corporate 
Governance Code in 2023, companies will wish to ensure their existing disclosures are 
of a high standard and meet regulatory expectations. 

We focus in this report on disclosures by premium listed companies, but of course  
the examples will also be useful to other companies looking for examples of disclosure 
in practice. 

Introduction
“Unfortunately, as last year, we continue to 
see the use of boilerplate or declaratory 
statements”.

“There has been an improvement in reporting 
on environmental and social issues, with 
better quality information on the issues 
under consideration and how this has been 
considered at board-level”.
 
FRC, Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, November 2021
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What to keep in mind when reporting

Transparency

Clarity Integrity

Diversity policies, 
objectives and targets  
and their connection to 
company strategy

The relationship and level 
of oversight between the 
board and committees

The FRC has reiterated the underlining principles 
of good quality reporting:  

Companies should be clear about:

The impact of engagement 
with stakeholders, including 
any areas where the 
company failed to meet 
targets

Engagement with 
shareholders and the 
workforce in relation  
to remuneration and 
the outcome of that 
engagement

The impact of engagement 
with stakeholders, 
including shareholders, on 
decision-making, strategy 
and long-term success

“Good reporting is characterised by clear and consistent explanations, supported by real-life 
examples of application and cross-referencing between related initiatives and sections.” 
FRC, November 2021

Departures from 
Provisions and provide 
a detailed explanation
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Monitoring & enforcement of governance reporting –  
a reminder of the CRR’s1 powers and responsibilities
“The Government intends to proceed with the proposals set out in the White 
Paper to strengthen and widen the regulator’s powers to review corporate reporting...
These include the proposals to extend the regulator’s review powers to the entire annual 
report, including the voluntary elements, and to give the regulator power to require or 
commission an expert review.”
Government response to the consultation on strengthening the UK’s audit, corporate  reporting and corporate governance systems, May 2022  

“The government expects companies to engage voluntarily with the FRC and make 
necessary revisions to annual statements in respect of issues raised in areas which are 
currently outside of the FRC’s formal enforcement remit. Given this direction, CRR have 
begun, on a sample basis, reviewing annual reports and engaging with companies in respect 
of areas which were previously outside remit where it appears that there is, or may be, a 
question as to whether there is a breach of the relevant reporting requirement; or in cases 
where there is an opportunity for a company to improve the quality of its reporting.” 
FRC Thematic Review: Viability and Going Concern, September 2021

1. Corporate Reporting Review
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Code compliance
The Listing Rules require that premium listed companies should explain how they applied the Principles of the UK 
Corporate Governance Code, thus companies should be able to demonstrate how they have embedded each Principle 
into their governance framework. In addition, premium listed companies must make clear the extent to which they have 
complied with the Provisions of the Code. The Code offers flexibility through its ‘comply or explain’ approach but there 
must be a clear explanation in relation to any non-compliance. Although the FRC has observed an improvement in the 
quality of non-compliance reporting they believe there is still scope to enhance the quality of explanations.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

LR9.8.6(5) A statement of how the listed company has applied the principles set out in the UK Corporate Governance 
Code, in a manner that would enable shareholders to evaluate how the principles have been applied.

LR9.8.6(6) [The annual financial report should include] a statement as to whether the listed company has complied 
throughout the accounting period with all relevant provisions set out in the UK Corporate Governance Code.

“ Better reporters signposted to other parts of the annual 
report that showed how the Principles have been applied.”

The FRC expects companies to report in a clear and 
transparent way any non-compliance with any Provisions 
of the Code and provide a clear and meaningful 
explanation for any departures from the Code.

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

“ We would encourage premium listed issuers to consider 
carefully whether, when stating how they have applied 
the Principles of the Code under LR9, they have done 
so in a manner which enables shareholders to evaluate 
how the Principles have been applied rather than 
merely stating they have been applied.” 

Corporate Governance Disclosures by Listed Issuers, FCA, November 2020

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting

Appliance statement
 •how the company has applied the Principles in a manner that would enable shareholders to evaluate how they have 
been applied.

Compliance statement
 •whether the company has:

 a) fully complied with all elements of the Provisions of the Code throughout the whole financial year;

 b)  departed from any of the Provisions of the Code (whether throughout the whole financial year or part of it), citing 
any Provisions that they have not complied with by name and stating where in the report the explanation can be 
found.

A clear structure of a narrative statement regarding the Code should include:

A good explanation of non-compliance should include the following elements:

Set the context 
and background

Give a convincing 
rationale for the 
approach being 
taken 

Consider any 
risks 

Describe any 
mitigating 
actions 

Set out timescale 
(when the company 
indents to comply)

Ensure the 
explanation is 
understandable 
and persuasive
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Provision 4 Significant shareholder dissent

Provision 5 Engagement with stakeholders for 
engagement with the workforce

Provision 9 Chair independence on appointment

Provision 19 Chair remaining in post beyond nine years

Provision 24 Audit committee composition

Provision 26 Audit tenure

Provision 28 Robust assessment of the company’s 
emerging and principal risks

Provision 32 Remuneration committee composition 

Provision 36 Post-employment shareholding 
requirement 

Provision 41 Engagement that has taken place with 
shareholders and the workforce on remuneration

Provision 9 Chair independence on appointment

Provision 11 Half the board (excluding the chair) to be 
independent

Provision 19 Chair remaining in post beyond nine years

Provision 24 Audit committee composition

Provision 32 Remuneration committee composition 

Provision 36 Post-employment shareholding 
requirement 

Provision 38 Alignment of pension contributions 

What to look out for when reporting

Highest levels of undisclosed non-compliance Highest levels of reported non-compliance 

Carefully check whether a company has complied with the Provisions throughout the reporting period, especially with the following:
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Victrex plc presented a statement on the application of the Code Principles in a table format with 
a narrative description for each Principle and references to further information.

Governance report 2021 (pages 68-72)
How the Principles have 
been applied, articulating 
what action has been taken 
and the resulting outcomes

Application of Code Principles – examples
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Britvic plc’s and Beazley plc’s appliance statement provides cross-references to those parts 
of the annual report that describe how each Principle has been applied. 

Britvic plc (to the right), Governance report 2021 (page 69)

Beazley plc, Governance report 2021 (page 77)

Application of Code Principles – examples

Precise cross- references to 
disclosures elsewhere in the 
annual report
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A fully narrative approach was presented by Barclays plc. This approach provides readers with a summary 
of the application of the Principles and explains what processes have been set to meet the Code Principles.

Corporate Governance report 2021 (pages 148 -101)

Application of Code Principles – examples

Cross-references for further 
information are clear and 
precise
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The Sage Group plc and Lloyds Banking 
Group plc presented their appliance 
statement in a table format with five 
sections of the Code and key areas of 
each section. 

The Sage Group plc, Governance report 
2021 (page 69)

Lloyds Banking Group plc, Corporate 
Governance report 2021 (page 71) 

Application of Code Principles – examples
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Howden Joinery Group 
plc combined a box format 
with some narrative 
disclosures provided for 
each Principle separately. 

Corporate Governance 
report 2020 (pages 88-93) 

Application of Code Principles – examples

Cross-references to further 
information are clear and 
precise
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RELX plc’s compliance statement clearly names the Provisions that the 
Company has not complied with; when the Company intends to comply 
with the Code and explains the reasons for non-compliance. 

Governance Overview 2021 (page 77)

Explanation of non-compliance with Provisions – examples

Explanation of a phased 
approach for pension 
alignment
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Intertek Group plc’s compliance 
statement states explicitly the reasons for 
non-compliance areas. The Company’s 
disclsoures are clear and transparent – as 
recommended by the FRC’s “Improving the 
quality of ‘comply or explain’ reporting” 
publication. The explanations also provide 
an understandable and persuasive reason 
for non-compliance.

Governance report 2021 (page 101)

Explanation of non-compliance with Provisions – examples
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Admiral Group plc provided a clear 
and comprehensive explanation for 
non-compliance with Provision 19 
setting out the background of the 
issue and providing a rationale for 
the approach taken, supported by 
a timescale when the company is 
intending to comply. In addition, the 
disclosure covers consideration of the 
risk of the board not being effective 
and mitigating actions taken.

Strategic report 2021 (page 114)

Explanation of non-compliance with Provisions – examples
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Purpose, Values and Culture oversight
The concepts of purpose was first introduced into the Code in 2018. A company’s purpose should be the driving force 
in decision-making and should be aligned with the company’s values. Cultural indicators should be identified within the 
business to allow boards to monitor and assess whether the company exists and operates in alignment with its purpose.  
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Principle B: “The board should establish the company’s purpose, values and strategy, and satisfy itself that these and 
its culture are aligned. All directors must act with integrity, lead by example and promote the desired culture.”
Provision 2: “The board should assess and monitor culture. Where it is not satisfied that policy, practices or behaviour 
throughout the business are aligned with the company’s purpose, values and strategy, it should seek assurance that 
management has taken corrective action. The annual report should explain the board’s activities and any action taken.”

FRC comments: “Companies should have a well-defined 
purpose and clearly show the progress towards 
achieving it.”

“FRC expects companies to demonstrate further 
improvements in the quality of disclosures of how 
purpose, values, and strategy are connected.” 

“FRC expects more companies to take a more rigorous 
approach to culture and set up effective ways of 
monitoring and assessing both the culture and its 
alignment with purpose, values and strategy, including 
setting out any actions taken in this area in line with 
Provision 2.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2020

“While the majority improved their purpose statement 
some companies continue to confuse it with vision and 
mission statements, and operational descriptions.”

“Companies should be aiming to join the dots – not only 
between culture, purpose, values and strategy, but also 
between different culture-related activities across the 
organisation.”

“Those [companies] that did explicitly report on their 
culture assessment/monitoring and/or embedding 
unfortunately provided limited evidence of any link 
between different workstreams or a feedback loop.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting
While the general increase in reporting on culture, purpose and values has been 
acknowledged by the FRC, companies are urged to give greater attention to the following:

Alignment between culture, 
purpose, values and 

strategy, supported by  
real-life examples

Joining the dots between 
different culture-related 

initiatives across the 
organisation to put data 

into context

Providing information  
on how stakeholder 
feedback influenced  

board decisions

Reporting on the impact, 
not only the process

Reviewing their culture 
cyclically and consistently

Ensuring transparent, 
insightful and connected, yet 
concise, reporting on culture 

assessment, monitoring, 
embedding and assurance
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National Express Group plc 
provided a diagram which 
demonstrates how the company’s 
values support and are aligned 
with both its purpose and their 
strategy pillars.

Governance report, page 62

Purpose, Values and Culture – examples
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Lloyds Banking Group plc’s Board 
receives regular updates with certain 
performance metrics. This set of 
metrics was developed in order to 
monitor implementation of corporate 
purpose. Moreover, the report described 
the actual outcomes of monitoring 
activities and the Board’s responses to 
those.

Governance report 2021 (page 80)

Explanation of alignment between purpose, 
values and culture monitoring activities

Outcomes of review based on certain 
performance metrics

Specific monitoring 
activities 

Purpose, Values and Culture – examples
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Victrex plc explained how the 
company’s purpose, values and 
culture are aligned plus the use of 
a dashboard of cultural indicators 
and clarity on the regularity of the 
Board’s review. 

Governance report 2020 (page 64)

Clear oversight and 
timing to evidence 
consistency of review

Purpose, Values and Culture – examples
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Compass Group plc not only explained the role of each 
committee in the culture monitoring process, but also provided 
a set of metrics described as “cultural indicators” that the 
Board monitors, which also includes metrics related to external 
stakeholders (clients and suppliers).

Corporate Governance report  2021 (pages 102 & 103)

Purpose, Values and Culture – examples
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The Sage Group plc also clearly set out how the Board oversees culture. One mechanism used is employee 
surveys. The company also described follow-up activities in response to findings. 

Strategic report (page 33) and Corporate Governance report 2021 (page 91)

Timing of 
monitoring

Outcomes 
achieved

How 
stakeholder 
feedback 
influenced 
board 
decisions

Purpose, Values and Culture – examples
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Direct Line Insurance plc’s disclosure explained how the board monitors the 
company’s culture and provided details on what metrics are considered as part of the 
board’s review together with the roles taken by the Board Risk Committee and the 
Audit Committee.

Governance report 2021 (page 105)

Explanation 
of what 
metrics are 
included to 
the papers 
for board 
review

Role of Risk and 
Audit Committees is 
specifically described

Purpose, Values and Culture – examples
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SEGRO plc demonstrated how the board satisfies themselves that purpose, values and culture are aligned.

Governance Report 2021 (page 108) 

Five values explained 
from the leadership 
perspective

Metrics the board 
considers to monitor 
culture

Mechanisms used to 
monitor culture

Purpose, Values and Culture – examples
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Dunelm Group PLC clearly outlined the approach 
to monitor culture with specific details and metrics 
reviewed by the board. 

Governance report 2021 (page 131)

Purpose, Values and Culture – examples
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ITV plc described the values underpin their culture and for each monitoring activity explanined the 
board’s oversight, cultural insights and actions taken in response to the feedback gained.

Governance report 2021 (pages 116-117)

Purpose, Values and Culture – examples
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Stakeholder engagement
Shareholders
In line with Principle D, the board should ensure effective engagement with all their shareholders, regardless of nature 
and size. By reporting clearly and providing company-specific information boards demonstrate how they have taken into 
account the interests of shareholders in the long term.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Provision 3 of the Code urges the chair and committee chairs to seek engagement with shareholders. The chair should 
also ensure ‘that the board as a whole has a clear understanding of the views of shareholders’.
Provision 4: “The board should provide a summary on what impact shareholder feedback has had on the decisions 
the board has taken and any actions or resolutions proposed when 20 per cent or more of votes have been cast 
against the board recommendation for a resolution in the period since the last annual report.”

“The FRC expects companies to address their shareholders’ concerns formally and publicly, and in a timely manner.”

“The FRC expects companies to genuinely engage with a wide spectrum of their shareholders, not only the largest few, 
to understand and try to address their concerns as far as practically possible. Also, views received from shareholders 
and other stakeholders, and actions taken, need to be communicated in a clear manner and within a specified 
timeframe”.

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting
The FRC noted that those that reported insightfully on Provision 3 provided: 

A clear schedule of 
meetings between the 

chair; each committee chair 
and shareholders

An outline of issues  
covered and any  

follow-ups

Explicit information on how 
the chair ensured that the 

board as a whole has a clear 
understanding on investor 
views, and how those views 

have influenced board 
decisions

An explanation of 
what engagement 

has taken place 
since the AGM

A description of the 
feedback that the 

board has received 
from shareholders

An explanation of 
how the received 
views impacted 
board decisions

Any follow-
up actions or 

resolutions taken  
or proposed

It was also noted that better reporting for the purposes of Provision 4 demonstrates that the board takes investor views into 
account and should include: 
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Centrica plc demonstrated how the Chair sought engagement with shareholders and 
described themes covered during the engagement with its shareholders. 

Governance report 2021 (page 59)

Engagement with shareholders – examples

Issues covered
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Croda International Plc described areas frequently asked by investors and 
what activities have been undertaken during the year.

Governance report 2021 (page 71)

Engagement with shareholders – examples

Spread of investors 
covered
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SSE plc clearly explained how the Board 
has sought engagement with retail and 
institutional shareholders, alongside 
the outcomes of the engagement and 
follow-up actions.

Governance report 2021 (page 105)

Engagement with shareholders – examples

Remuneration Chair 
engagement specifically 
called out
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Dunelm Group PLC described in detail 
what feedback they have sought from 
investors who voted against a resolution 
and described actions taken as a result of 
this feedback.

Governance report 2021 (page 138-139)

Engagement with shareholders – examples

Feedback received

Follow-up actions 
and resolutions 
taken
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Elementis plc highlighted engagement of each committee chair with shareholders as well as demonstrating a clear schedule of meetings held during the year with topics covered.

Governance report 2021 (page 87)

Engagement with shareholders – examples

Clear schedule of 
meetings alongside 
insights on shareholders
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Stakeholder engagement
Workforce
The workforce is a key stakeholder for almost every business, it is therefore crucial that the board establish an effective 
workforce engagement mechanism and reflect on the purpose they want that engagement to serve. The 2018 Code was 
the first edition of the Code to place a significant focus on workforce engagement and suggested a number of different 
approaches to promote workforce engagement which companies may choose from, combine or develop an alternative.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Provision 5: For engagement with the workforce, one or a combination of the following methods should be used: 
• a director appointed from the workforce; 
• a formal workforce advisory panel; 
• a designated non-executive director. 
If the board has not chosen one or more of these methods, it should explain what alternative arrangements are in 
place and why it considers that they are effective. 

“FRC expects further clarity to ensure that investors and 
stakeholders are aware of how companies engage with 
their workforce.”

“The FRC expects companies to fully explain why their 
method of employee engagement is effective. This can 
be reported through examples of discussions in relation 
to the impact of the engagement on decision-making.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2020

“The FRC expects outcomes from either form of 
employee engagement to be illustrated within the 
report, alongside views and workforce concerns that 
ought to be taken on board.”

“It was also encouraging to see that many companies 
also escalated their engagement efforts with the use 
of pulse surveys to gather employee sentiment. These 
surveys were particularly useful when seeking views on 
wellbeing and workforce health initiatives implemented 
by the company during the period.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting
The disclosures should make it very clear whether one of the Provision 5 mechanisms has been 
used or a combination of those measures or whether a different mechanism has been adopted:

Designated non-executive 
director (NED) 

Workforce Advisory  
Panel 

Workforce  
director 

Alternative  
arrangements

 • a clear description of 
the expected role and 
responsibilities of NED  

 • what mechanisms are 
available to the NED to meet 
their responsibilities 

 • a description of the 
decisions/outcomes as a 
consequence of the NED’s 
activity

 • clarity of the terms of 
reference 

 • information on composition 

 • how the panel communicates 
with the board 

 • decisions/outcomes as a 
consequence of the panel’s 
activity

 • an explanation of how the 
views of the workforce are 
obtained  

 • level of involvement the 
workforce director is having 
in board meetings 

 • related decisions/outcomes

 • what the alternative 
arrangements are 

 • why they were deemed to 
be more effective than the 
options set out in Provision 5 

 • decisions and outcomes

In all cases it should be clear that arrangements are the subject of feedback from the workforce in determining that it 
is an appropriate and effective mechanism for engagement. 

COVID-19 impact on alternative arrangements: consider whether new innovative approaches may lead to more 
appropriate use of different methods to meet company circumstances.
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Victrex plc’s disclosure clearly sets out the 
designated NED’s responsibilities and 
methods of engagement. 

Corporate Governance report (page 80)

Engagement with the workforce (Designated NED) – examples

Topics covered during 
engagement

Outputs of the 
engagement

Roles and responsibilities
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SSE plc presented informative disclosure on employee 
engagement by describing the mechanisms deployed to listen 
to the workforce and the outcomes in response to the feedback 
gathered.

Governance Report 2021 (pages 114-115)

Engagement with the 
workforce (Designated  
NED) – examples

How the board responded to 
concerns raised during the 
engagement

Assessment of 
effectiveness
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ITV plc clearly described that the company embedded two 
engagement methods – a designated NED and a formal workforce 
advisory panel. Clear objectives of their roles and terms of reference 
have been provided. And then in Q&A format results of the 
designated NED’s engagement have been presented.

Governance report 2021 (pages 114-115)

Engagement with the workforce (Workforce Panel) – examples
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NatWest Group PLC clarified the terms of reference of the workforce advisory panel and also information in relation to the composition of the panel. It also explained how the 
Panel communicates with the board and the decisions/outcomes as a consequence of the Panel’s activity.

Governance Report 2021 (pages 108)

Engagement with the workforce (Workforce Panel) – examples

Panel composition

Terms of reference

How the Panel interacts 
with the Board
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The Sage Group plc had chosen to 
appoint a workforce director to deal with 
engagement. The disclosure set out in 
a Q&A format clearly explained what 
training and support has been provided 
for the workforce director, what the 
appointment process was, length of tenure, 
how the views of the wider workforce are 
obtained and what level of involvement 
the workforce director is having in board 
meetings.

Corporate Governance report 2021  
(page 95)

Engagement with the workforce (Workforce director) – examples
 

Composition

How the views 
of the wider 
workforce are 
obtained

Terms of 
reference

Support the 
company 
provides 
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HSBC Holdings plc clearly stated that they decided to use an alternative approach for workforce engagement and explained what activities were developed within this method.

Governance report 2021 (page 210)

Engagement with the workforce (Alternative arrangements)  
– examples
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Engagement with the workforce (Alternative arrangements)  
– examples

SEGRO plc clearly stated that they 
decided to use an alternative approach 
for workforce engagement and explained 
what activities were developed within 
this method, following a case study 
with specific themes covered during 
engagement sessions.

SEGRO plc, Governance report 2021  
(pages 114)

An alternative approach 
is clearly described

Topics covered
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Britvic plc 
clearly explained 
what alternative 
arrangements have 
been implemented 
and why the 
Board considers a 
range of different 
arrangements to be 
more effective than 
the options set out 
in Provision 5.

Governance report 
2021 (pages 81)

Engagement with the workforce (Alternative arrangements)  
– examples
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Stakeholder engagement
Supplier focus
In recent years, supply chain matters have often been at the top of the board’s agenda. Dialogue-driven engagement 
helps companies to inform and improve decision-making in line with Provision 5. Where appropriate, the FRC is keen 
that boards are explaining how they are managing this key stakeholder relationship, including in relation to payment 
performance. Companies actively engaging with their suppliers can build a resilient supply chain and establish common 
goals for growth and sustainable development. 
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Principle D of the Code states that the board should ensure effective engagement with, and encourage participation 
from, its stakeholders. 
Provision 5 of the Code states that: “The board should understand the views of the company’s other key stakeholders 
and describe in the annual report how their interests and the matters set out in section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 
have been considered in board discussions and decision-making.”

“We were disappointed that more companies did not 
report on channels of engagement with suppliers 
and their importance as a source of risk. Failures and 
concerns within the supply chain will impact the success 
of the company, even if only in the short term.” 

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2020

“The reporting lacked detail and companies are failing to 
provide sufficient information on board-level decisions 
relating to suppliers.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting
Dialogue-driven engagement methods may include: 

360° feedback 
programme 

with key 
suppliers

Listening 
groups for 

suppliers hosted 
by the chair and 
reported to the 

board

Meetings 
with suppliers 

to agree on 
performance 

metrics and ensure 
continual 

monitoring of 
performance

Worker 
voice 

programme, 
expanded to 

hear directly from 
factory workers 

in supply 
chain

Board-to-board 
meetings 

with suppliers

Supplier 
whistleblowing 

hotline

Questionnaires 
and satisfaction 

surveys/ stakeholder 
materiality 

surveys

Companies should disclose Key 
Performance Indicators (‘KPIs’) 
or other methods used to 
measure the effectiveness of 
their engagement activities
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Countryside Properties plc’s 
disclosures demonstrate two-
way dialogue with suppliers 
established by the company 
both on company and board 
levels.

Governance report 2021  
(page 30)

Rio Tinto plc established supplier-focused surveys aimed at 
gathering their feedback.

Governance Report 2021 (page 22) 

Supplier focus – examples

Management-
level engagement

Direct interactions 
with suppliers

Actively seeking 
feedback from 
suppliers
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Lloyds Banking Group plc disclosures highlight the board’s 
oversight over prompt payment practices and other elements of 
the board’s review. 

Strategic report 2021 (page 28) 

SSE plc described a gap analysis used to tackle Modern Slavery risks.

Governance report 2021 (pages 47)

Supplier focus – examples

Gap analysis used 
as a method to 
address Modern 
Slavery risks
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ITV plc specifically described the board’s role in engagement with suppliers, as well as the Audit and Risk Committee’s review of supplier payment practices.

Governance report 2021 (page 109)

Supplier focus – examples
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Stakeholder engagement
Community engagement &
Climate reporting
With increasing stakeholders’ demands to understand how companies are tackling climate change, boards need to 
consider climate-related issues when making key decisions. In addition, companies which demonstrate a genuine desire 
to listen to broader stakeholders, including communities, and consider their interests, are likely to benefit in the long run.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Principle D of the Code states that the board should ensure effective engagement with, and encourage participation 
from, its stakeholders. 
Provision 5 of the Code states that: “The board should understand the views of the company’s other key stakeholders 
and describe in the annual report how their interests and the matters set out in section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 
have been considered in board discussions and decision-making.”

“Although companies are identifying issues important to 
their communities, the vast majority are not articulating 
the actual or potential impact to local communities as a 
result of their business operations.”

“The FRC expects more information and transparency 
on why the board approved community initiatives or 
programmes, and how these align with strategy.”

“Reporting on community engagement focuses almost 
entirely on good news stories and philanthropic giving, with 
little reporting on any challenges encountered or negative 
impacts as a result of business operations and activities.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

“We were pleased to see that many companies are 
preparing the ground to ensure that they will be 
complaint with the new FCA Listing Rule. The majority of 
companies had taken time to acknowledge the work of 
the task force and had said that reporting in line with the 
recommendations would start next year.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
Community engagement Climate reporting
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What to look out for when reporting
Processes and practices that can help boards integrate community engagement and climate 
reporting into decision-making, may include:

Community engagement Climate reporting

 • Board approval of investment, community programmes and 
donations;  

 • Updates to the board on stakeholder engagement activities, 
stakeholder materiality analysis and research conducted by 
different business functions;  

 • Executive board member on a social diversity impact board, led by 
independent experts and reporting directly to the Group board;  

 • Direct board engagement in various geographies on geopolitical 
and social issues influencing regions in which the company 
operates; and  

 • Reports to board on community metrics/outcomes of engagement.

 • Training undertaken by board and audit and risk committee 
members on climate change reporting;  

 • Updates on collaborative initiatives and international forums, e.g. 
the World Business Council for Sustainable Development and Task 
Force for Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD); and 

 • TCFD compliance statement:

 – The disclosure of targets and metrics is a central pillar to the 
TCFD Disclosures; and

 – It is important for companies to undertake the work to assess 
the level of climate-related risk and determine what governance 
arrangements should be put in place.
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The Sage Group plc clearly 
described initiatives and 
investments approved by 
the Board in relation to 
communities and climate.

Corporate Governance 
report 2021 (page 94)

Stakeholder engagement (Community & climate) – examples

Tangible metrics 
provided to demonstrate 
engagement

Approved investments & 
supported initiatives
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Countryside Properties plc described its investments approved by the Board.

 Governance report 2021 (pages 33)

Shaftesbury plc created a Community Investment Committee to oversee their 
programme of activities. The report illustrates the nature of investments.

 Governance report 2021 (pages 66)

Stakeholder engagement (Community & climate) – examples

Investments 
approved by 
the Board
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Stakeholder engagement
Effectiveness of engagement
The 2018 Code focus on stakeholders, together with the introduction of the Section 172 statement, has led companies to 
provide more details on how they are engaging with their key stakeholders. As an extension of this, investors are looking 
for an honest dialogue and assessment of where the company stands with its stakeholders. By disclosing how they 
consider stakeholder engagement performance metrics, boards show a recognition of effective stakeholder engagement 
as a source of differentiation which can help companies achieve their strategic objectives.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Principle D of the Code states that the board should ensure effective engagement with, and encourage participation 
from, its stakeholders. 
Provision 5 of the Code states that: “The board should understand the views of the company’s other key stakeholders 
and describe in the annual report how their interests and the matters set out in section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 
have been considered in board discussions and decision-making.”

“FRC expects companies to report a coherent narrative 
on their approach to measuring the performance of their 
engagement strategies.”

“FRC expects the information provided to be a fair and 
honest assessment of the company’s performance 
in relation to stakeholder engagement, including the 
identification of any areas where they failed to meet 
targets.” 

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2020

“The FRC expects companies to report on how the board 
oversees stakeholder decisions. Issues include how, 
and on what basis, stakeholder information is passed 
to the board, as well as on how often the board reviews 
engagement methods and identification of any issues 
discussed.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting

In their annual review of corporate 
governance reporting, the FRC noted where 
metrics by which companies measure their 
effectiveness of stakeholder engagement are 
provided, reporting should also describe on 
how such indicators have been considered 
in board-level decision-making. Reporting on 
targets not met can build trust with investors 
and stakeholders and provides an opportunity  
for companies to demonstrate the resilience 
of their business model.

Engagement
inputs

Engagement 
outputs

 • Tangible benefits to 
stakeholders

 • Business outcome:  
how a decision 
contributes to 
the long-term 
success of  
a company

 • The feedback 
gathered, how 
stakeholders 
are affected by 
company’s activities

 • Data for metrics 
used to measure 
effectiveness of 
engagement

 • Who is responsible for engagement at company level?
 • How is the information passed to the board?
 • What are the methods of engagement?
 • Why does the company engage?
 • Where is engagement taking place (geography, 
product level)?

Engagement 
benefits and 

outcomes
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Effectiveness of engagement - examples
Rathbone Brothers Plc disclosed the engagement metrics used to measure the 
effectiveness of engagement with each stakeholder group.

Governance report 2021 (pages 11-15)
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Dunelm Group PLC clearly described how the Board assesses the 
effectiveness of engagement.

Strategic report 2021 (pages 32-33) and Governance Report 2021 (page 106)

Effectiveness of engagement - examples
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Stakeholder engagement
Outcomes of engagement
In recent years, the FRC has been consistent in messaging that good governance reporting focuses on outcomes as 
well as process. As with any business process, understanding of the outcomes is vital for purpose-driven integration. 
Reporting on how boards engage with its stakeholders can be a reflection of the culture, but information on results of 
this engagement and the actions taken as a result of the feedback received is particularly insightful.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Principle D of the Code states that the board should ensure effective engagement with, and encourage participation 
from, its stakeholders. 
Provision 5 of the Code states that: “The board should understand the views of the company’s other key stakeholders 
and describe in the annual report how their interests and the matters set out in section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 
have been considered in board discussions and decision-making.”

“FRC expects companies to report on how the board 
has reached key decisions and the likely impact of those 
decisions, including how it has taken account of the 
company’s stakeholders in doing so.”

Whilst most companies reported on at least one principal 
decision that impacted its stakeholders, these were often 
routine decisions which did not involve difficult stakeholder 
trade-offs. 

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2020

“The FRC expects companies to report on the actual 
or intended outcomes of engagement and decisions 
on both (i) the company’s key stakeholder and (ii) the 
business.”

“The FRC expects companies to provide evidence to 
support their statements when they are reporting on the 
performance of particular decisions, which may come in 
the form of key metrics supported by narrative or case 
studies.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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Engagement
inputs

Engagement 
outputs

Engagement 
benefits and 

outcomes

What to look out for when reporting

• Tangible benefits to stakeholders
•  Business outcome: how a decision contributes to long-term 

success of a company

Any associated potential risks & 
opportunities to company and/or 

stakeholders impacted by potential 
courses of action

Feedback received from 
engagement and action taken  

in response

Use of external evidence and  
advice to support decisions

Any overlaps in stakeholder 
interests and difficult trade-offs 

made

How such evidence and data was 
used to drive strategy

Better practice reporting should have:
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Outcomes of engagement – examples
SEGRO plc’s section 172 statement described 
how each stakeholder group influenced the 
board’s decision making in 2021.

Governance report 2021 (pages 112-113)
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easyJet plc demonstrated how the board 
considered different stakeholders in 
making a decision and how the feedback 
was incorporated in the decision-making 
process.

Governance Report 2021 (page 108) 

Outcomes of engagement – examples
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Dunelm Group PLC described follow-up activities as a result 
of Board engagement and also presented a case-study with 
consideration of trade-offs between relevant stakeholders.

Governance Report 2021 (page 107 & 109) 

Outcomes of engagement – examples
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Meggitt PLC clearly described what actions 
have been taken in response to the feedback 
received during the engagement.

Governance report 2021 (pages 90-92)

Outcomes of engagement – examples
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Diversity
Investors are demanding information on how businesses deal with diversity and inclusion. Reporting both board and 
workforce diversity policies allows companies to explain areas where the policy for the organisation as a whole differs 
from that at board level. Diversity commitments can only be evidenced by progress against targets or objectives that 
are formulated in such a way that demonstrates the link between a diverse workforce and focus on inclusivity with the 
company’s strategy.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Provision 23 states: “The annual report should describe the work of the nomination committee, including: ...
•  the policy on diversity and inclusion, its objectives and linkage to company strategy, how it has been implemented 

and progress on achieving the objectives; and 
• the gender balance of those in the senior management and their direct reports”. 

DTR 7.2.8AR: “The statement must contain a description of the diversity policy applied to the company’s administrative, 
management and supervisory bodies [the board] with regard to aspects such as, for instance, age, gender, educational 
and professional backgrounds; the objectives of this policy; how the policy has been implemented and the results during 
the reporting period; or, if the company has no diversity policy, an explanation why that is the case”.

FRC comments: “Companies should have both a board and a 
workforce diversity policy, and we expect those companies that 
have not published their policies or easily signposted them to do 
so next year.

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2020

FCA comments: “In some cases we found it difficult to evaluate 
how premium listed issuers had applied what are now Principles 
J and L with respect to Board Diversity Reporting. Also, we felt 
descriptions of the work of the nomination committee, particularly 
of diversity and inclusion (Provision 23) could have been better.”

Corporate Governance Disclosures by Listed Issuers, FCA, November 2020

“The FRC expects companies to either describe their diversity 
policies in full in their annual report or summarise them and link 
to the full document on their website to enable easy access.”

“The FRC expects to see all companies promoting and 
recruiting on merit. Those that use it as a justification for not 
actively pursuing diversity policies should demonstrate how 
their approach brings about diversity in the boardroom and 
workforce.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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Reporting framework
New Listing Rule

LR 9.8.6R(9) and LR 14.3.33R(1): UK and overseas issuers with 
equity shares, or certificates representing equity shares, admitted 
to the premium or standard segment of the FCA’s Official List 
must include a statement in their annual financial report setting 
out whether they have met specific board diversity targets on a 
‘comply or explain’ basis, as at a chosen reference date within their 
accounting period and, if they have not met the targets, why not.

These new requirements will apply to financial years starting on or 
after 1 April 2022. However, companies whose financial years began 

before then (from 1 January 2022 onwards) are encouraged to 
consider reporting on the targets and making numerical disclosures 
in relation to their current accounting period on a voluntary basis.
 
The targets are:
 • at least 40% of the board are women;
 • at least one of the senior board positions (Chair, Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO), Senior Independent Director (SID) or Chief Financial 
Officer (CFO)) is a woman;

 • at least one member of the board is from a minority ethnic background.

Table 1: Reporting on sex/gender representation

Number 
of board 
members

Percentage 
of the 
board

Number of senior 
positions on the 
board (CEO, CFO, 
SID and Chair)

Number in 
executive 
management

Percentage 
of executive 
management

Men

Women

(Other 
categories

Not specified/ 
prefer not to 
say

Table 2: Reporting table on ethnicity representation

Number 
of board 
members

Percentage 
of the board

Number of senior 
positions on the 
board (CEO, CFO, 
SID and Chair)

Number in 
executive 
management

Percentage 
of executive 
management

White british 
or other White 
(including 
minority-
white groups)

Asia/Asian 
British

Black/African/
Caribean/
Black British

Other ethnic 
group, 
including Arab

Not specified/
prefer not to 
say
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What to look out for when reporting
Effective policies should include:

Policy objective Targets & progress towards them

Link to company strategy Actions taken to implement the policy 
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Mondi plc described key 
aspects of their diversity 
policies on Board and 
broader workforce levels.

Governance report 2021 
(page 124)

Diversity – examples

Diversity is linked 
to the company 
strategy
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Pearson plc set clear targets which the company considers right for their 
own circumstances and then they reported the progress against their 
targets. Separately, the company set a non-financial KPI linked to diversity 
and inclusion progress.

Strategic report 2021 (page 50), Governance report 2021 (page 97)

Diversity – examples
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Dunelm Group 
PLC described key 
aspects of their 
diversity policies 
both on Board and 
broader workforce 
levels.

Nomination 
Committee report 
2021 (page 121,128-
129) & Strategic 
report 2021 (page 
68)

Diversity – examples

Concrete 
actions taken

Link to 
succession 
planning

Precise cross-
references

Separately presented a 
summary of board policy

Company-
level policy
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Lloyds Banking Group plc 
set clear targets for broader 
diversity both at the board 
and senior management 
levels. It also described the 
action plan developed to 
achieve those and clearly 
explains the results of the 
policy. 

Governance report 2021 
(page 89)

Diversity – examples Targets set

Progress on 
achievements 
of targets set
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The Sage Group plc described key aspects of their diversity policies and its 
linkage to company strategy

Nomination Committee report 2021 (page 106-109)

Diversity – examples

Link to strategy Cross-reference 
to the workforce 
policy

Targets & progress achieved

Summary of the board 
policy with a link to a 
full version on web-site
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SSE plc clearly pointed to workforce and board diversity policies, and described policy measures alongside with the 
achievement of those.

Nomination Committee report 2021 (page 106-109)

Diversity – examples
Group-wide targets and 
progress on those

Precise reference to 
company-wide diversity 
policy
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Succession planning
The formalisation of a proactive succession plan helps companies to identify the board’s composition needs in particular 
areas and develop a course of action. Reporting on how succession plans link to diversity commitments and board 
evaluation provides cohesion in the report.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Provision 23 states: “The annual report should describe the work of the nomination committee, including: 
•  the process used in relation to appointments, its approach to succession planning and how both support developing 

a diverse pipeline…”

Principle J of the Code: “Appointments to the board should be subject to a formal, rigorous, and transparent 
procedure, and an effective succession plan should be maintained for board and senior management”.

“FRC expects to see an improvement in reporting 
on succession planning. This is particularly the case 
for companies which highlight succession planning 
as an outcome of a board evaluation as an area 
to improve. We would also like to see improved 
cohesion between diversity commitments, board 
evaluations and succession plans.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2020

“Succession plans should be written down, regularly reviewed and updated. 
They should be linked closely to talent pipelines and diversity and inclusion 
plans. Consideration should also be given to how planning arrangements are 
operated across short, medium and long-term planning.”

“Effective succession planning should pre-empt situations, for example 
ensuring that the chair and a senior independent director (SID) are not likely 
to leave the board in close proximity to each other. Disclosures should explain 
how the nominations committee would avoid situations like this in the future.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting
The disclosures should discuss how the nomination committee had assessed the skills 
required for the board, when recruitment would begin, and how plans would change if 
recruitment timelines changed:

Reporting on succession arrangements Work of the Nomination Committee

 • Include a summary of short-term, medium-term and emergency 
succession plans within your report 

 • Ensure that your succession plans are proactive and not just 
purely reactive 

 • Ensure that your disclosure offers a structured way of identifying 
the board’s composition needs (e.g. a skills matrix) 

 • Consider how succession plans link to other policies and targets 
such as diversity targets 

 • Ensure that you disclose how frequently succession plans are 
reviewed, the scope of these plans, how internal talent is managed 
and whether external search consultants are engaged

 • Choose a diverse search firm and provide a clear mandate 

 • Manage the pipeline of diverse talent 

 • Set clear diversity targets and report regularly 

 • Use a skills assessment to recruit directors 

 • Invest time and energy into making diverse appointments 

 • Ensure that the nomination committee itself is diverse
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Lloyds Banking Group plc demonstrated the results of short-term succession planning. The disclosure explain that the board’s approach is to assess the Board’s skills to identify any gaps 
in the desired collective skills profile.

Governance report 2021 (page 89) 

Succession planning – examples

Link to diversity 
targets

Skills are assessed 
to identify gaps

The outcomes of 
the process
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The Sage Group plc 
described the group’s 
approach to succession 
planning is to assess the 
Board’s skills to identify 
any gaps in the desired 
collective skills profile.

Nomination Committee 
Report 2021 (page 75-76, 
103-105)

Succession planning – examples
Link to skills and diversity matrix
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Dunelm Group PLC demonstrated succession planning over short and medium terms and linked it back to the independence assessment of Chair and NEDs.

Governance report 2021 (page 114) and Nomination Committee report (page 122)

Succession planning – examples
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SSE plc illustrated an approach taken to succession planning by steps, including considerations of diversity.

Nomination Committee report 2021 (page 124)

Succession planning – examples
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Board evaluation
Regular board evaluation stimulates boards’ thinking on how they can carry out their role and encourages them to focus 
on continually improving their effectiveness. Approaching the evaluation process in a rigorous manner with a clear 
set of recommendations, actions, and a time period for review of progress against agreed outcomes will likely help to 
understand how effectively members of the board work together to achieve objectives.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Principle L states: “Annual evaluation of the board should consider its composition, diversity and how effectively 
members work together to achieve objectives. Individual evaluation should demonstrate whether each director 
continues to contribute effectively.” 

In addition, Provision 23 of the Code states that the Nomination Committee should describe “how the board 
evaluation has been conducted, the nature and extent of an external evaluator’s contact with the board and individual 
directors, the outcomes and actions taken, and how it has or will influence board composition.”

FRC comments: “Reporting on board evaluations should not be approached as a 
compliance exercise. Instead, a clear set of recommendations, actions, and a time period 
for review of progress against agreed outcomes should be made.”

“FRC expects companies to consider reporting on how the board works together as a 
unit, the tone set by the chair, and the chief executive, the relationships between board 
members particularly chair/chief executive, chair/senior independent director, and 
executive/non-executive directors.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2020

“It was also encouraging to see some 
companies acknowledging difficulties 
with administering some of the actions 
following evaluation assessment.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, 
November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting
Companies should aim to describe: 

Aspects of the board’s performance where  
an improvement is needed Actions arising from the evaluation

A timetable for completing these actions  
should be given
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Dunelm Group PLC clearly explained the approach taken to 
evaluation as well as describing actions taken to address findings of a 
previous review and outcomes with actions for the next year.

Nomination Committee report 2021 (page 126)

Board evaluation – examples

Clearly explained 
approach taken for 
evaluation

Actions implemented in response 
to recommendations identified 
from previous evaluation

Clearly demonstrated 
review cycle

Outcomes of this 
year evaluation and 
actions agreed
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The Sage Group plc not only described outcomes of the evaluation, but also the actions 
taken to address the points. 

Corporate Governance report 2021, Nomination Committee (page 82)

Board evaluation – examples
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Britvic plc clearly explained the approach taken to evaluation and provided a 
narrative description for findings and actions taken to address those.

Nomination Committee report 2021 (page 86-87)

Board evaluation – examples
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Mondi plc provided insights to the internal evaluation process and described outcomes of the evaluation.

Governance report 2021 (page 120)

Board evaluation – examples
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Audit Committee Report
Assessment of external auditor 
effectiveness and independence; APMs
The audit committee has a particular role, acting independently from the executive, to ensure that the interests of 
shareholders are properly protected in relation to financial reporting and the risk management and internal controls 
over that reporting, and through the appointment and oversight of auditors. Given increased attention on the cohesion 
between the front and back half of the annual report, it is also expected that the audit committee report explains 
the degree to which audit committee reviewed and challenged the company’s use of APMs, where significant. Finally, 
boards that decide to develop Audit & Assurance Policy will be able to convey users of corporate reporting the extent 
of assurance over the information they communicate. Reporting on all these matters facilitates dialogue between the 
company and shareholders and other stakeholders.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Principle M of the Code states: ‘The board should establish formal and transparent policies and procedures to ensure 
the independence and effectiveness of internal and external audit functions and satisfy itself on the integrity of 
financial and narrative statements.’ 
 
Provision 26 of the UK Code states that, an annual report should describe how the audit committee has assessed 
the independence and effectiveness of the external audit process and the approach taken to the appointment or 
reappointment of the external auditor, information on the length of tenure of the current audit firm, when a tender 
was last conducted and advance notice of any retendering plans’

The FRC expects companies to report fully and clearly on both the tender process and tenure for the external auditor.

The Corporate Governance Code requires the annual report to describe the work of the audit committee, including the significant issues 
that the audit committee considered relating to the financial statements, and how these issues were addressed.

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting
If It is important that companies disclose the date of both tender and tenure as there may be 
a lag between the tender date and the start of a contract. 

What actions are 
taken to do this? Who 
is involved and what 
are the outcomes? 

Whether the auditor was 
exercising an appropriate 

level of scepticism 

Discussions 
with who? 

Evaluation of all the 
relationships between the 
external auditors and the 

Group, including employment 
of former employees of the 

external auditors

On what 
matters?

Compliance with the policy 
on the provision of non-audit 

services by the external 
auditors

How 
often?

Reviewing the details of the  
non-audit services including 

any potential threats to 
independence or objectivity of 

the auditor

When reporting on assessment of the effectiveness of the external audit process, disclosures should include: 

When assessing the auditor’s independence consideration should be also given to:
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Victrex Plc illustrated the 
steps the Committee has 
taken to assess external 
auditor effectiveness.

Audit Committee report 
2021 (page 88)

Audit (Assessment of the effectiveness of the external 
audit process) – examples
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Mondi plc described a 
formal framework for 
external audit assessment, 
specifically covering the 
Audit Committee’s role and 
outcomes.

Governance report 2021 
(page 131)

Audit (Assessment of the effectiveness of the external 
audit process) – examples
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The Sage Group plc 
explained the degree to 
which they reviewed and 
challenged the company’s 
APMs, where significant.

Audit Committee report 
2021 (page 114)

Audit (Assessment of the effectiveness of the external 
audit process) – examples
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Risks and internal controls
The FRC’s Guidance on Risk Management, Internal Control and Related Financial and Business Reporting (issued in 
2014) states that “effective and ongoing monitoring and review are essential components of sound systems of risk 
management and internal control”. The UK has been considering the introduction of a US-style attestation by the board 
on the effectiveness of internal controls over financial reporting. In advance of any future change in requirements, board 
should make sure that their monitoring and review processes are robust, clearly explained and that the outcome of those 
monitoring and review processes is transparent. 
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Code Provision 29 states the following: “The board should monitor the company’s risk management and internal 
control systems and, at least annually, carry out a review of their effectiveness and report on that review in the annual 
report. The monitoring and review should cover all material controls, including financial, operational and compliance 
controls.” 

This is supplemented by paragraph 58 in the FRC’s Guidance on Risk Management, Internal Control Guidance which 
states that: “The board should summarise the process it has applied in reviewing the effectiveness of the system of 
risk management and internal control. The board should explain what actions have been or are being taken to remedy 
any significant failings or weaknesses.”

“The FRC expects companies to provide disclosures, specific to the company, of their governance structure (who and what) and processes 
(how and when) in place to manage risk that clearly demonstrate the way that the company identifies, monitors and mitigates risks.”

“The FRC expects companies to explain the process of how the board has determined the company’s risk appetite; and the risk appetite 
for each of the company’s principal risks.”

“Reporting should include a detailed description of the whole process that the board or the committee has undertaken to do this.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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00

What to look out for when reporting
Effective reporting on internal control effectiveness should include:
 

A detailed description of the process for 
reviewing the effectiveness of risk management 

and internal control systems

Explain the outcome of the review. Are these 
systems operating effectively? If not, what 

weaknesses or inefficiencies were identified?

If any weaknesses or inefficiencies were 
identified, explain what actions the board has 

taken, or will take, to remedy these
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Barclays PLC explained how 
the control effectiveness 
review was carried out.

Audit Committee report 
2021 (page 137)

Risks and internal controls - examples 
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The Sage Group plc 
explained how an 
assessment of internal 
controls was carried out and 
provided the outcome of the 
review.

Audit Committee report 
2021 (page 116)

Risks and internal controls - examples 
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ITV plc provided some insights to the implementation of improvements to the financial 
reporting controls framework.

Governance report 2021 (page 133)

Risks and internal controls - examples 
The Weir Group PLC 
described a compliance 
scorecard, a control 
mechanism monitored 
by the company 
aimed at operating 
companies’ internal 
controls.

Governance report 
2021 (page 112)
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Risks and internal controls - examples 
CLS Holdings plc’s report described the process of how the board has 
determined the company’s risk appetite and provided the risk appetite for 
each principal risk.

Strategic report 2021 (page 44)

Explanation of risk 
appetite grading
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OCADO GROUP PLC explained the extent of risk tolerance for each of 
principal risks. 

Strategic report 2021 (pages 87-92)

Risk appetite/
tolerance is 
explained for 
each principal risk 
separately

Risks and internal controls - examples 
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Remuneration
Engagement with shareholders and 
workforce; Link to strategy
With a growing focus on executive pay through the wider stakeholder lens, the ability of remuneration committees 
to demonstrate a responsible approach to pay policies not just at executive level - but around the wider workforce 
and fairness agenda - is critical in building trust. Pro-active engagement with shareholders and the workforce on 
remuneration matters facilitates better understanding and consideration of their views when making decision on these 
matters.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

Principle P: “Remuneration policies and practices should be designed to support strategy and promote long-term 
sustainable success. Executive remuneration should be aligned to company purpose and values, and be clearly linked 
to the successful delivery of the company’s long-term strategy.”
Provision 38: “The pension contribution rates for executive directors, or payments in lieu, should be aligned with those 
available to the workforce.”
Provision 40 states that companies’ remuneration arrangements “should be transparent and promote effective 
engagement with shareholders and the workforce”. 
Provision 41 requires companies to provide a description of the work of the remuneration committee in the annual 
report, including what engagement has taken place with shareholders and the impact this has had on remuneration 
policy and outcomes; and what engagement with the workforce has taken place to explain how executive 
remuneration aligns with wider company pay policy.

“RemCo should also engage with their workforce meaningfully, 
ensuring there is a two-way dialogue. Good practice would be 
to separate engagement on executive remuneration policy from 
other workforce engagements to ensure a focused discussion.” 

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2020

“If a company has not engaged with shareholders or the workforce in 
relation to remuneration, it is not compliant with Provision 40, nor 41.”

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

“The annual report should describe actual engagement with 
shareholders by the board or remuneration committee. To 
comply with Provision 41, there should be a description of the 
impact the engagement has had on the policy and outcomes.”

“The FRC expects companies to improve reporting on how 
remuneration is aligned to company’s purpose and values.” 

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting, FRC, November 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting
 
The report should clearly draw out the following elements in  
engagement with:

Workforce Shareholder Link to strategy

 • Two-way dialogue 

 • Specifically discuss the company’s 
remuneration arrangements 

 • Explain how executive remuneration 
aligns with wider company policy 

 • Opportunity to ask questions/raise 
issues 

 • Explain this engagement and the 
outcome from it in the annual report

 • What remuneration issues were 
discussed 

 • What was the feedback received from 
shareholders 

 • What impact, if any such feedback had 
on remuneration policy and outcomes

 • Support the company’s strategic 
objectives  

 • Are linked to the successful delivery of 
long-term strategy  

 • Promote long-term sustainable success 

The report should clearly explain how 
their chosen performance metrics:
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Imperial Brands PLC 
described how the 
Committee engaged with 
the workforce to explain 
executive remuneration, 
as well as engagement 
with their shareholders 
and the outcomes of that 
engagement.

Remuneration Committee 
report 2021 (pages 122-123)

Engagement on Remuneration – examples
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NatWest Group PLC described how the Committee 
engaged with the shareholders, including retail 
shareholders and also specifically discussed the company’s 
remuneration arrangements .

Remuneration Committee report 2021 (page 141)

Engagement on Remuneration – examples

Engagement with the workforce
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Victrex plc and The Sage Group plc explained how the Committee engaged with the workforce to 
explain executive remuneration, as well as engagement with their shareholders and the outcomes of 
that engagement.

The Sage Group plc, Remuneration Committee report 2021 (page 126)

Victrex plc, Remuneration Committee report 2021 (pages 90-91)

Engagement on Remuneration – examples

Engagement with the workforce

Engagement with shareholders

Engagement with the 
workforce continued
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Engagement on Remuneration – examples
Mondi plc described a 
two-way dialogue with 
their workforce and 
shareholders in relation 
to remuneration, as well 
as linked the reward to 
business strategy pillars.

Governance report 2021 
(pages 138 & 140)
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Imperial Brands PLC and The Sage Group plc provided specific explanations, by 
referring directly to the company’s KPIs.

Imperial Brands PLC plc, 
Remuneration Committee 
report 2021 (page 124)

The Sage Group plc, Remuneration 
Committee report 2021 (page 122)

Link to strategy in remuneration – examples

Link to strategic KPI
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John Wood Group PLC presented 
in a table format which elements of 
remuneration address particular strategic 
value outputs.

Strategic report 2021 (page 114)

Link to strategy in remuneration – examples
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Viability statement
Introduced in the 2014 edition of the Code, the viability statement responded to the drive from regulators and 
investors to obtain more information on how a business will evolve, adapt and respond to changes in the external 
business environment. Useful disclosure provides insights into the company’s assessment process, key judgments and 
assumptions applied, resilience to risks (demonstrated through the use of scenario and stress testing) and mitigation 
actions.
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Reporting framework
Legal and regulatory requirements

LR 9.8.6R(3): Statements by the directors on:

(b) their assessment of the prospects of the company (containing the information set out in Provision 31 of the UK 
Corporate Governance Code); prepared in accordance with the ‘Guidance on Risk Management, Internal Control and 
Related Financial and Business Reporting’ published by the Financial Reporting Council in September 2014.

“The length of the period should be determined, taking account of a number of factors, including, without limitation: the board’s 
stewardship responsibilities; previous statements they have made, especially in raising capital; the nature of the business and its stage of 
development; and its investment and planning periods”.

“We encourage companies to address both resilience and mitigations for identified risks to viability. While some companies in our 
sample linked mitigating actions to risks, none of the companies addressed both resilience and mitigation for these identified risks.” 

“Viability disclosures should present scenarios that are specific to the company. A scenario is not specific unless it is tailored to the company’s 
circumstances and accompanied by an explanation of the potential impact on the business.”

Thematic Review: Viability and Going Concern, FRC, September 2021

Regulators’ expectations
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What to look out for when reporting
The FRC provided the following clarifications for each component of company’s viability 
statement:

Assessment period Risk discussed Resilience to risks and 
mitigating actions

Assumptions and 
judgements

 • the nature of the business 
and its stage of development 

 • debt repayment profiles 

 • planning and investment 
periods 

 • strategy and business model 

 • capital investment 

 • consistent with other 
forward-looking elements of 
the financial statements

 • linkage to scenarios 

 • explanation why included or 
excluded from the analysis

 • clear description of mitigating 
actions that could be taken 
should the risk crystalise 

 • clear description of resilience 
to the identified risks

 • include sufficient qualitative 
and quantitative analysis 

 • scenarios that are tailored to 
the company’s circumstances
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Victrex plc indicated which risks were considered as part of the viability statement in the risks section, and also 
which ones were used for sensitivity analysis.

Strategic report 2021 (pages 36-39, 41)

Viability statement – examples

Detailed description of 
scenario modelled

Explanation of 
assessment period

Principal risks are 
linked to viability 
statement and 
sensitivity analysis
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Dunelm Group PLC provided granular details on 
company-specific scenarios modelled, alongside 
quantification of assumptions in reverse stress testing.

Strategic report 2021 (page 90)

Viability statement – examples
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Taylor Wimpey plc provided a clear 
justification of the period chosen for 
assessment, which is aligned with 
budgeting and forecasting cycles.

Governance report 2021 (pages 70-71)

Viability statement – examples
Assumptions are clearly 
described

Explanation why some principal 
risks have been excluded

Principal risks included 
in the viability 
assessment 

Quantification of 
assumptions in 
sensitivity tests
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Viability statement – examples
National Grid plc modelled a scenario for each principal risk and described the specific matters considered and overseen by 
the board.

Strategic report 2021 (pages 28-29)
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Resources and emerging  
practices to consider
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In this section we cover some other disclosure hot topics that boards and audit committees should consider in 
light of the current environment.

The importance of the audit committee making their self-assessment with confidence is a key part of the audit committee’s 
role to be able to scrutinise the quality of the financial statements on behalf of shareholders. The audit committee report could 
explain how this self-assessment has been undertaken and what actions arose as a result of it.

In light of the conflict between Russia and Ukraine, the audit committee should consider undertaking and reporting on deep dives 
on key judgements and estimates relying on forecasts, valuations during market disruption, financial instruments, and events 
after the balance sheet date. 

Ongoing Board education is essential to enable the Board to function effectively and efficiently. Providing a clear summary of 
education activities undertaken can instil confidence in stakeholders that responsibilities are being taken seriously. The Deloitte 
Academy offers a series of briefings and bespoke training which boards can attend and reference in their disclosures.

In May 2022, the Government indicated that it would introduce a requirement for an Audit & Assurance Policy for all large 
public interest entities. The aim of this policy is to provide clarity on the nature and level of assurance obtained and to allow 
for engagement with key stakeholders (principally shareholders and employees) on decisions that are made in this regard. 
Although the timetable for introduction of such a requirement remains unclear, some companies have started to provide 
disclosure around assurance activities (see the following two pages). 

The BEIS also confirmed that companies which are Public Interest Entities with 750 employees or more and an annual turnover 
of at least £750m will be required to provide a Resilience Statement. Following the consultation, the Government intends to 
replace the proposed five-year mandatory assessment period for the combined short- and medium-term sections of the Resilience 
Statement with an obligation on companies to choose and explain the length of the assessment period for the medium-term 
section. Please see an example of resilience statement reporting on page 130.

Emerging practices to consider
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Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc 
described the steps taken to establish 
the company’s Audit and Assurance 
Policy in response to the BEIS 
Proposals.

Strategic report 2021 (page 121-122)

Network International Holdings Plc described an ongoing development of the company’s 
integrated assurance approach.

Strategic report 2021 (page 125)

Assurance developments – examples
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3i Group plc disclosed 
their resilience 
statement covering 
three periods of 
assessment: short-, 
medium and long-term.

Strategic report 2021 
(page 121-123)

Assurance developments – examples
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3i Group plc also disclosed their resilience statement covering three 
periods of assessment: short-, medium and long-term.

Strategic report 2021 (page 121-123)

Resilience statement – 
examples
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Further resources
This section pulls together a selection of resources we have referred to throughout this deck. We provide a brief introduction to each of them and a source link so they can be easily 
accessible.

Thematic Review: Alternative Performance 
Measures (APMs)
FRC, October 2021
In October, the FRC published the results of its thematic 
review into the use of Alternative Performance Measures 
(APMs) by UK-listed companies. The review is based on 20 
companies from different sectors and identifies areas of 
good practice, opportunities for improvement and areas 
to be avoided. Link

Review of Corporate Governance Reporting
FRC, November 2021
The FRC has published its ‘Review of Corporate 
Governance Reporting’ which is based on a review of a 
sample of 100 companies drawn from the whole premium 
listed market. The comprehensive report presents 
the findings from the review and sets out the FRC’s 
expectations for the future application of the Code and 
reporting. The issue of this report is a positive example of 
the FRC’s positioning as an improvement regulator as it 
transitions to ARGA.  Link

REVIEW OF CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE REPORTING 
NOVEMBER 2020

Financial Reporting Council

Thematic Review: Viability and Going Concern
FRC, September 2021
Building on these reports from the Lab, the FRC published 
its thematic review of companies’ viability and going 
concern disclosures which found several areas where 
viability and going concern reporting could be improved. 
The review examines a selection of annual reports and 
accounts, identifies areas where viability and going 
concern disclosures could be improved and provides 
examples of better disclosures in the hope that companies 
will provide much more informative disclosure than is 
currently the case. Link

FRC, November 2020

Cover images © Financial Reporting Council ltd (FRC). Adapted and reproduced with the kind permission of 
the Financial Reporting Council. All rights reserved. For further information, please visit www.frc.org.uk.
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https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/b0a0959e-d7fe-4bcd-b842-353f705462c3/FRC-Review-of-Corporate-Governance-Reporting_November-2021.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/c22f7296-0839-420e-ae03-bdce3e157702/Governance-Report-2020-2611.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/2b213ba8-b950-49e4-838d-d919cbcbd6e6/Going-Concern-and-Viability-Review.pdf
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The Deloitte Centre for Corporate Governance
If you would like to contact us please email corporategovernance@deloitte.co.uk or use the details provided below:

Tracy Gordon
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7007 3812 
Mob: +44 (0) 7930 364431 
Email: trgordon@deloitte.co.uk

Corinne Sheriff
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7007 8368 
Mob: +44 (0) 7824 609772 
Email: csheriff@deloitte.co.uk

William Touche
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7007 3352 
Mob: +44 (0) 7711 691591 
Email: wtouche@deloitte.co.uk
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Important notice

This publication has been written in general terms and we recommend that you obtain professional advice before acting or refraining from action on any of the contents of this publication. Deloitte 
LLP accepts no liability for any loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from action as a result of any material in this publication. 

Deloitte LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC303675 and its registered office at 1 New Street Square, London EC4A 3HQ, United Kingdom. 
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